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Abstract: The ballistic capabilities of composite metal foam (CMF) armors were experimentally tested
against a 14.5 × 114 mm B32 armor-piercing incendiary (API) and compared to various sizes of
armor-piercing (AP) ballistic threats, ranging from a 7.62 to 12.7 mm. Three different arrangements
of layered hard armors were designed and manufactured using ceramic faceplates (in one layer,
two layers or multiple tiles), a combination of ceramic and steel face sheets, with a single-layered
CMF core, and a thin aluminum backing. The performance of various CMF armor designs against
the 14.5 mm rounds are compared to each other and to the performance of the rolled homogeneous
armor standard to identify the most efficient design for further investigations. The percentage of
kinetic energy absorbed by the CMF layer in various armor arrangements and in tests against various
threat sizes was calculated and compared. It appears that the larger the threat size, the more efficient
the CMF layer will be due to a greater number of hollow metal spheres that are engaged in absorbing
the impact energy. The results from this study will help to model and predict the performance of
CMF armors against various threat sizes and impact energies.
Keywords: composite metal foam; ballistic impact; metal foam structure; hard armor

1. Introduction
Ongoing conflicts around the world require advanced armors to protect military and law
enforcement against new and existing ballistic rounds. The next generation of armors must be
lightweight and perform reliably against a variety of threats [1]. Historically, personnel armors are
made up of fiber composites paired with ceramic faceplates [1–3]. Alternatively, armors for land and
air vehicles must perform against an extensive array of threats that include a variety of ballistic rounds,
blast, and fragment impacts. For this reason, military vehicles are generally constructed using bulk
heavy metals such as rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) [4]. Metal armors are relatively heavy and
must be improved upon in order to reduce the overall weight of these vehicles. A reduction in weight
will improve a vehicle’s fuel efficiency, its overall maneuverability and stealth. The lighter vehicles can
allow for longer missions without the need for additional protection for troops during refueling [1].
There have been slight improvements to RHA’s effectiveness against armor-piercing (AP) cores
that includes the development of high hardness armors (HHAs) [5], and ultra-high hardness armors
(UHA) [6]. A potential alternative to the bulk and heavy metal armors are layered hard armors [7–14].
Layered hard armors are made by pairing a ceramic faceplate with a composite or metal backing
and offer a similar performance to the steel armors with a better mass efficiency. These armors use a
ceramic faceplate due to its relatively lightweight and high hardness. The ceramic erodes the hardened
steel core of the AP projectile and allows the backing plate to absorb the residual energy of the core.
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This pairing has been effectively used with SiC [7], B4 C [8], and alumina ceramics [9,10]. Layered hard
armors for vehicle applications have been tested using bulk metals such as aluminum [11], steel [12],
and titanium [13]. Other alternatives include the use of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) and other composite materials such as spall liners on the back of standard bulk metal
armors for testing against AP threats [14]. In addition to layered armors, geometric layups have also
been tested against larger caliber rounds in order to redirect and trap the core of the projectile [14,15].
This category also includes armors that use an air gap between layers in order to redirect and tumble
the core [14,15]. Geometric armors have the potential for improved protection but require larger
thicknesses and complex arrangements to ensure complete tipping and disruption of the round when
attached to the exterior of a vehicle. The current field of vehicle armors can be further improved by
using novel materials with unique energy absorption capabilities, such as composite metal foams.
Lightweight high-performance composite metal foam (CMF) has been proven to absorb the ballistic
impact of various sized threats [16,17]. Composite metal foam is a closed-cell metal foam manufactured
by surrounding hollow metal spheres with a metallic matrix. CMF can be made out of many different
metals, alloys, and combinations, such as. aluminum, steel, titanium, etc. For example, it can be made
100% out of steel, but, due to its porosities, it weighs as little as aluminum. Steel–steel composite
metal foam (SS-CMF) is manufactured by surrounding hollow steel spheres with a steel matrix
using the powder metallurgy technique, while aluminum–steel composite metal foam (Al-S CMF) is
manufactured by surrounding the hollow steel spheres by an aluminum matrix using casting. CMF is
known for its extraordinary energy absorption capability at a relatively low density compared to
bulk metal alternatives [16–26]. CMF can compress to relatively high strains at a constant stress
(plateau stress). During the plateau region, the porosities collapse and absorb impact energy under
compression. Once all the porosities within the foam are collapsed, the material begins to act more like
its parent metal.
CMF has a very high plateau strength under compression when compared to other metal
foams [23,27], as can be seen in the stress–strain curve in Figure 1 [18,28–32]. Other metal foams, such as
syntactic foam can be compared to CMF for their overall structure and properties. Syntactic foams are
a separate class of foam materials that are manufactured by surrounding hollow ceramic spheres with
a polymer or metallic matrix [33–36]. In the most recent studies, metal matrix syntactic foams have
primarily been manufactured using an aluminum matrix surrounding hollow ceramic spheres [37–39].
By definition, these foams are intrinsically different in their material and structure compared to
CMF which uses metal for both the hollow spheres and the surrounding matrix. Szlancsik et al.
have completed testing of a metal foam, which should be considered a composite metal foam, using iron
hollow spheres surrounded by an aluminum matrix. This testing is most similar to Al-S and SS-CMF
and can be used for comparison to aluminum and stainless steel CMF [32]. It can be seen that both
the Al-S CMF and SS-CMF have a higher yield and plateau stress than the Al-Fe foam. In addition,
the Al-S CMF and SS-CMF have an energy absorption of 58 [40] and 68 MJ/m3 [26,31] respectively,
while the Al-Fe foam absorbs 36 MJ/m3 [32]. The SS-CMF is more ductile with a higher densification
strain, plateau strength, energy absorption, and shows uniform deformation thus making it preferable
for armor applications. The cushioning behavior of CMF allows the armor to locally compress
under the bullet, reducing the backplate signature (indentation depth) and the amount of energy
transferred through the armor [16]. CMF has also been found to have increased strength under
high-speed impacts [16,20,21]. Such a strengthening effect of the material makes CMF suitable for
armor applications. In conjunction with a ceramic faceplate and a thin supporting backplate, CMF can
effectively absorb the energy of a variety of ballistic threats [16,17]. CMF armors have previously been
tested against 7.62 mm ball and AP (also known as the 0.30 caliber) [16] as well as 12.7 mm ball and AP
(also known as the 0.50 caliber) [17] rounds. This work is split into two sections: the first section covers
the results of CMF hard armors against the 14.5 × 114 mm B32 armor-piercing incendiary (API) round
(a much larger threat than the previous rounds with a very high dynamic energy). Three different
armor arrangements, each using a different face sheet, were tested in order to determine the one most
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The CMF panels were layered between a ceramic face made of boron carbide (B4 C) and an
aluminum 7075-T6 backplate. The boron carbide (B4 C) ceramic tiles were purchased in two sizes from
two separate companies, Saint-Gobain and M Cubed Technologies, II-VI Inc. (Saxonburg, PA, USA).
The ceramics are both reaction-bonded B4 C tiles, which were chosen for their relatively high hardness
and lower density compared to other ceramics, such as alumina-based ceramics [8]. The aluminum
7075-T6 has one of the highest tensile strengths of the aluminum alloys and has been previously
investigated for use in ballistic armors [42,43]. The aluminum backing is used in the layered armor to
support the CMF core under tension. Two of the armor arrangements also used an RHA faceplate
above the ceramic layer for testing against the 14.5 mm API. RHA is a well-known conventional steel
armor that has been used to establish military standards [4]. The RHA layer is used to stabilize the
ceramic and gives the layered armor a durable exterior layer for vehicle application.
The layered armors are assembled using a vacuum bagging technique with a thin layer of
high-strength epoxy between each component. The epoxy used to adhere the layers was a two-part
Loctite EA 9309NA aerospace grade epoxy with a high tensile and peel strength. Three armors,
each with a different arrangement, were tested against the 14.5 mm B32 API round. Armor 1 was
manufactured using a dual-layered ceramic faceplate on top of a CMF core and a thin aluminum
backplate. A dual ceramic is used to limit crack mitigation to the top ceramic layer, protecting the
secondary ceramic from complete fracture. The second layer of ceramic helps to further break down
the larger core of the 14.5 mm API round and potentially improve the performance of the CMF core by
further distributing the load of the projectile. The second armor (Armor 2) had a thin layer of RHA over
a single ceramic plate followed by the CMF core and a thin aluminum backing, in attempts to protect
the ceramic face sheet from shattering upon impact. The RHA layer can absorb some of the shock of
the incendiary explosive and limit fragmentation of the ceramic layer. Armor 3 is arranged much
like Armor 2 but used multiple 10 × 10 cm ceramic tiles in place of a single ceramic layer. Armor 3 is
assembled using the 30 × 30 cm CMF panel in order to evenly distribute the ceramic tiles across its
surface, while Armor 1 and 2 were both arranged using panels with a size of 25 × 25 cm. The multiple
tile arrangement can be useful for dissipating the energy of the incoming threat by transferring energy
between surrounding tiles and protecting those away from the point of impact [14]. An exploded-view
diagram of the three different layups is shown in Figure 3—note that the thicknesses and sizes in
this figure are not to scale. The second and third arrangements (Figure 3b,c) test the viability of an
armor with an outer layer that is more durable than the ceramic faceplate while also comparing the
performance of one large ceramic plate to multiple smaller square tile arrangements. In the initial tests
presented herein, each armor is tested once and compared for its overall performance and viability for
future tests against the 14.5 mm B32 API at various velocities.
2.2. Ballistic Testing and Procedures
The CMF layered hard armors were placed onto a testing mount 5 m downrange from a Mann
gun used to fire the ballistic threats, as shown in Figure 4a. Three velocity chronographs were used to
measure the impact velocity of the bullet as it approached the sample. The samples were clamped to
a heavy-duty steel structure to support the armors about its outer edges, as can be seen marked in
Figure 4b. A high-speed camera was placed facing the target panel and recorded the impact of the
projectile while also confirming the obliquity and impact velocity (Figure 4b). A single shot was fired
at the center of each armor with a zero-degree obliquity.
The 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API was chosen for testing in accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) standard agreement (STANAG) 4569 Level IV protection [44]. This standard is
created for logistic and light armor vehicle (LAV) protection systems and includes larger caliber threats
not accounted for in the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) body armor standards [45]. A cross sectional
drawing of the 7.62 mm AP, 12.7 mm AP, and 14.5 mm B32 is presented in Figure 5. Each round has
a hardened steel core (HRC61-66) surrounded by a lead filler and a brass casing. In addition to the
AP penetrator, the 14.5 mm also includes an incendiary charge located at the tip of the projectile that
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ignites upon impact. Table 1 includes the size and impact energy of the B32 API and compares it with
the previously tested 7.62 and 12.7 mm M2 AP [46].
The results of the ballistic impacts against the CMF armors are analyzed using MIL-STD-622F
testing procedures and are categorized as either complete penetration (CP) or partial penetration
(PP) [47]. The impact is considered PP when the armor is able to stop the impending round, while the
test is considered CP when the projectile creates a hole large enough for light to penetrate through
the armor. The most popular method of analyzing potential light armors is to determine a V50 as per
MIL-STD-622F. The V50 is determined by calculating the arithmetic mean of at least two partial and two
complete penetration impact velocities of armors with similar areal densities. The result represents the
velocity at which a round has an equal probability of both penetrating and being stopped by the armor.
In this study, three arrangements are tested for initial comparison and analysis of the performance of
CMF armors against such a large incendiary threat. Although additional testing will be needed to
calculate an accurate V50, a preliminary average of the CMF armors against the 14.5 × 114 mm B32
API impact velocity, areal density, and efficiency was calculated for the tests conducted in this study.
The results are compared to the performance of CMF armors against various AP threats reported in
prior works.
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2.2. Ballistic Testing and Procedures
The CMF layered hard armors were placed onto a testing mount 5 m downrange from a Mann
gun used to fire the ballistic threats, as shown in Figure 4a. Three velocity chronographs were used
to measure the impact velocity of the bullet as it approached the sample. The samples were clamped
to a heavy-duty steel structure to support the armors about its outer edges, as can be seen marked in
Figure 4b. A high-speed camera was placed facing the target panel and recorded the impact of the
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The results of the ballistic testing of CMF hard armors against 14.5 mm threats are presented in
in this study. The results are compared to the performance of CMF armors against various AP threats
Table 2. The tested armors are listed in order of their impact velocity and configuration and compared
reported in prior works.
to standard armors such as RHA and HHA that are established in their military testing standards,
MIL-A-12560 [4] and MIL-A-46100 [48], respectively. The kinetic energy of each 14.5 mm round was
calculated to be approximately 20 kJ at impact velocities just under 800 m/s. The current test speeds are
equivalent to the impact of the 14.5 mm B32 round at a standoff distance of 500 m [44,47]. Two of the
tests resulted in partial penetration, while Armor 3 was unable to stop the round. Images of the front
and back of each armor are shown in Figure 6. The results are split into two sections where the armor
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arrangements tested herein are first analyzed and then compared for their benefits and drawbacks.
The second section uses previously published data to investigate the performance of CMF armors
against increasing threat sizes.
Table 2. Summary of ballistic testing of CMF armors against the 14.5 × 114 mm B32 round.
Areal Density
(g/cm2 ) [lb./ft2 ]

Impact
Velocity (m/s)

Bullet Kinetic
Energy (J)

PP/CP

769
769
791
776
744
835

19,057
19,057
20,129
19,274
17,823
22,451

PP
PP
CP
V50 [4]
V50 [48]

Armor 1
16.3 [33.5]
Armor 2
17.2 [35.2]
Armor 3
16.1 [32.9]
Average
16.5 [33.8]
HHA
19.4 [39.7]
RHA
24.3 [49.8]
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3.1.1. Armor 1: Double-Layered Ceramic-CMF-Al
Testing of Armor 1 resulted in partial penetration of the 14.5 mm API at an impact speed of 769
m/s. The front and back of Armor 1 are presented in Figure 6a,b. As can be seen, the top ceramic
faceplate shattered upon impact, with cracks propagating across the entire surface of the panel. The
lower ceramic also fractures to a similar extent and is not protected from the impact using a dual
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3.1.1. Armor 1: Double-Layered Ceramic-CMF-Al
Testing of Armor 1 resulted in partial penetration of the 14.5 mm API at an impact speed of 769 m/s.
The front and back of Armor 1 are presented in Figure 6a,b. As can be seen, the top ceramic faceplate
shattered upon impact, with cracks propagating across the entire surface of the panel. The lower
ceramic also fractures to a similar extent and is not protected from the impact using a dual ceramic
arrangement. Large fragments of ceramic are removed from the first layer about the point of impact,
while the broken parts of the second layer have remained intact with the CMF core. The ceramic
layer experiences higher levels of fracture due to the incendiary found at the head of the 14.5 mm
API. This creates larger fragments along the surface of the armor compared to the testing of previous
AP rounds, which leads to delamination of the faceplate, as can be seen along the right side of the
armor’s surface. The aluminum backplate shows no sign of impact, confirming that the CMF core was
more than enough in conjunction with the double-layered ceramic to stop the API round. This armor
seems to be over-designed and a much lower areal density is expected to perform in similar conditions.
The fracture of the ceramic may be reduced by replacing the top ceramic with a thin RHA plate to
absorb the initial shock and create an armor more compatible with conventional vehicle designs.
Armor 2 explores this by using an RHA face sheet in place of one of the ceramic layers.
3.1.2. Armor 2: RHA-Ceramic-CMF-Al
The front and back of Armor 2 are shown in Figure 6c,d. As can be seen, the replacement of one
of the ceramic face sheets with a thin RHA layer improved retention of the ceramic fragments and
reduced the overall fragmentation of the armor. The effects of the incendiary charge are shown by the
black charring around the impact point, and front petaling of the RHA plate (Figure 6c). Armors 1 and
2 were tested at approximately the same impact velocity, 769 m/s. Similar to Armor 1, Armor 2 shows
no apparent signs of the impact on the aluminum backplate (Figure 6d) and both armors were able to
stop the bullet within the CMF layer. Armor 2 is also over-designed and a much lower areal density
may result in partial penetration under similar conditions. The RHA is able to mitigate the incendiary
charge of the round more efficiently than the ceramic as no fragmentation or delamination is found
along the surface. Although the ceramic performs better than the RHA under compressive loads,
the RHA stabilizes the armor as a whole, making it possible for application in the field. Fragments of
the hardened core are captured within the CMF layer and no major cracking or failure of the armor
can be found away from the point of impact. This is primarily due to the initial mitigation of the
incendiary charge by the RHA face sheet and the absorption of the kinetic energy primarily within
the CMF layer. The RHA layer increases the areal density of the armor, when compared to Armor 1,
but may be used in future CMF armor designs to improve the retention of the ceramic layer and can be
further optimized to create similar armors with a higher efficiency.
3.1.3. Armor 3: RHA-Ceramic (Tiles)-CMF-Al
Armor 3 was tested at an impact velocity of 790 m/s, 3% higher than the other armors, and was
unable to stop the impending round as the core penetrated the aluminum backplate. The slight
variation in impact velocity is expected in this type of ballistic testing and does not seem to be the main
reason for complete penetration in Armor 3. The armor had a similar areal density to Armor 1, but with
a different face sheet arrangement, while Armors 2 and 3 have similar arrangements of components
using steel face sheets. Armor 3 has a thinner ceramic layer than Armor 1, replaced partially by the RHA
faceplate, but was unable to stop the round at 790 m/s. The main factor causing complete penetration in
Armor 3 was the close proximity of the impact to the seam line between ceramic tiles. The effectiveness
of the tiles was limited by the impact close to the seam, leading to premature delamination of the
backplate. Separation of the backplate prevented the CMF from fully compressing and maximizing its
energy absorption capabilities. The impact and exit points of the round are shown in Figure 6e,f with
the dotted lines representing the location of the seams between ceramic tiles that are placed below
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the RHA faceplate. The multi-tile arrangement has potential to improve the ceramic layer’s energy
absorption and crack propagation between tiles, but, as can be seen, is vulnerable to impacts at the
seam between tiles making it less effective than a monolithic ceramic plate. The separation of the
backplate from Armor 3, (Figure 6f), allowed us to have a better look at the extent of deformation in the
CMF layer as seen in Figure 6g. The compressed layer of the CMF core is highlighted by the red circle
in Figure 6g. Surrounding the primary point of impact, the CMF layer is compressed and gradually
sheared between the matrix and the sphere walls, similar to what has been seen in testing of CMF
armors against the 12.7 mm M2 AP [17]. The sheared layers of the CMF failed before they were able
to help absorb the kinetic energy of the ballistic impact. Future testing is expected to optimize the
interfacial bonding, the design of the lay-up of the armor, and their resulting mass and efficiencies.
It should be noted that these are the preliminary results of CMF hard armors against the 14.5 × 114 mm
B32 API threat and further optimization and testing would allow for improvements in the performance
of the CMF hard armor system towards finalizing an accurate V50.
CMF also has other benefits that meet STANAG armor requirements in addition to its use in
ballistic armors against the 14.5 mm B32 API rounds and similar threats. CMF also has a lower thermal
conductivity over standard materials often used for combat vehicles and additional radiation shielding,
which are passive benefits applicable to combat scenarios and war zones [49,50]. The insulating
properties of CMF give military personnel more time to dismount during internal and external fires in
combat. Future work should focus on the implementation of vehicle designs and full-scale testing that
includes attachment options for both CMF panels and possible applique armors that can bolt or adhere
to the exterior of the vehicle’s vulnerable points.
3.2. Comparison to Conventional Armors
3.2.1. Mass Efficiency Ratio (MER)
In order to assess the effectiveness of the CMF armors and compare it to RHA, its mass efficiency
ratio (MERCMF ) is calculated. The MER compares the armor’s performance to that of RHA at a
similar impact velocity of a similar round and determines the armor’s weight savings. In this study,
the MERCMF is calculated by dividing the areal density of RHA (ρRHA ) required to stop an impending
round at a specified velocity by the areal density of the CMF armor (ρCMF ) to stop a similar impending
round, shown by the equation below:
MERCMF = ρRHA /ρCMF

(1)

Armors with overall weight savings (MER greater than 1) would potentially improve military
vehicles with an increased fuel efficiency, maneuverability, and ability to carry larger payloads.
In order to find ρCMF for Equation (1), first, an approximate V50, noted by V50*, of the CMF armors
against the 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API is calculated by finding the arithmetic mean of Armor 2 and Armor 3.
The V50* is denoted by an asterisk as only two rounds are used in its calculation and it does not meet
the required number of tests for the V50 specifications in MIL-STD-622F. The initial results suggest an
average areal density of 16.2 g/cm2 at an average impact velocity of 780 m/s. These values require
quadruple testing in order to calculate a more accurate V50 value and validate the current findings.
The average performance of the unoptimized CMF armors, however, can be compared to the RHA
and HHA performance against the same threat using current data. According to Gooch et al., RHA with
an areal density of 24.3 g/cm2 has a V50 of approximately 835 m/s against the 14.5 mm B32 API while
HHA has a measured areal density of 19.4 g/cm2 at 744 m/s [4]. The areal density and impact velocity
of these armors are plotted in Figure 7 alongside the CMF armors tested in this study for comparison.
Although the CMF armors were tested in their unoptimized state and a different impact velocity,
the advantage of the CMF armors is apparent. The MER for the tested unoptimized and over-designed
CMF armors is calculated to be 1.2 and 1.5 when compared to the HHA and RHA, respectively.
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Figure 7. Results of the 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API testing plotted alongside V50 values for both RHA and
HHA
[4,48,51].
Figure
7. Results of the 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API testing plotted alongside V50 values for both RHA and
HHA [4,48,51].
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The energy absorption results calculated using the above-mentioned approximation are listed
in Table 3. The motion of the ceramic and bullet fragments ejected from the surface of the armor is

The energy absorption results calculated using the above-mentioned approximation are listed
in Table 3. The motion of the ceramic and bullet fragments ejected from the surface of the armor is
assumed to make up 4–5% of the overall energy of the impact, given the fragments found following
testing, and is included in the energy absorbed by the ceramic layer (ECeramic) [53–55]. The hardened
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Additional information on the armor arrangements tested against the 7.62, 12.7, and 14.5 mm
AP threats, including the areal densities and total thicknesses, are compared in Table 4. Due to
confidentiality, the exact thicknesses cannot be reported, but a normalized value can be used for
comparison. The normalized values in Table 4 are calculated by first finding the average impact energy,
thickness, and areal density of the CMF armors against each threat size. The 12.7 mm and 14.5 mm
tests are then normalized by dividing their average value by the average value of the armors facing the
7.62 mm AP threat. This gives a direct comparison of the CMF armor variables for the three different
AP ballistic threat sizes. From this data, we can see the kinetic energy of the round increases by 3.72 and
4.67 for the 12.7 mm and 14.5 mm threat, respectively, whereas the areal density and total thickness of
the armor increase at a slower rate. The total thickness and areal density follow a similar trend for the
12.7 mm AP threat. It can be seen that the capabilities of the armors do not increase linearly with the
kinetic energy of the round due to multiple factors. The larger threats carry not only a greater kinetic
energy, but also influence a larger volume of material to deform under impact. By incorporating
more spheres within the CMF layer and increasing the thickness of each constituent, the armor’s
capabilities change depending on the threat size. An important factor to note is that the ceramic, CMF,
and backplate thicknesses all remained proportional (excluding Armor 1 using a double ceramic layer).
The increase in the impact volume can be seen by analyzing the PP and CP of all three threat types:
7.62, 12.7 mm M2 AP, and the 14.5 mm API.
Samples tested against 7.62 mm M2 AP [16], 12.7 mm M2 AP [17], and 14.5 mm API with similar
armor components (ceramic face sheet, CMF core and aluminum backing) are shown next to each other
in Figure 10. Further information on the performance of CMF armors against the individual threats
can be found in prior publications [16,17]. The first row of Figure 10 shows the front and back of a
25 × 25 cm CMF armor (with an areal density of 6.0 g/cm2 ) tested against two impacting 7.62 mm AP,
both resulting in PP. Figure 10a shows both bullets cradled within the top layer of the armor. A close
up view of the center impact is shown in Figure 10c. The impact area is slightly larger than the diameter
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of the bullet, as the load was spread by the top ceramic layer and created a primary and secondary
impact region in the armor, as highlighted by the white and red circles, respectively. The secondary
impact region is not much larger than the bullet’s diameter given the relatively thin layer of ceramic.
Moreover, tensile stresses created due to the sudden changes in mechanical impedance between various
layers of the armor are reflected from the back into the armor towards the impact face. The size of
the secondary impact zone is a function of the armor thickness and the mechanical impedance of the
components. Since all components are the same in different CMF armors, their mechanical impedance
would be similar and as the result, the only factor affecting the secondary impact area is the thickness
of different components of the armor, especially the CMF layer (and its areal density). The thicker
the CMF (or higher areal density), the larger the secondary impact zone, which leads to a higher
energy absorption percentage in the CMF layer. Since the armor against 7.62 rounds are the thinnest,
the secondary impact zone is the smallest as can be seen in Figure 10c. The CMF armor also offers a
multi-shot capability that is unique to the yielding of CMF as neither soft nor hard armors can offer
such an extensive multi-shot capability.
Table 4. Properties of CMF armors against the 12.7 mm and 14.5 mm AP threats when normalized by
the average values of the 7.62 mm AP armors [16,17].
Table
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Figure 10. Digital images of the front and back of the layered SS-CMF armors, highlighting the impact
Figure 10. Digital images of the front and back of the layered SS-CMF armors, highlighting the impact
region after testing against a (a–c) 7.62 mm M2 AP, (d–f) 12.7 mm M2 AP, and (g–i) 14.5 mm B32 API.
region after testing against a (a–c) 7.62 mm M2 AP, (d–f) 12.7 mm M2 AP, and (g–i) 14.5 mm B32 API.

4. Conclusions
SS-CMF hard armors were manufactured and tested against a 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API ballistic
threat. Three arrangements were tested, the first being a conventional hard armor with a doublelayered ceramic faceplate, a SS-CMF core, and a thin aluminum backplate. The other two armors used
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Figure 10d–f present similar images of a slightly thicker CMF armor (with an areal density of
10.7 g/cm2 ) tested against the 12.7 mm M2 AP threat with PP. The same cradle behavior is seen,
but additional ceramic on the top surface of the armor is removed with a larger crater surrounding
the AP core. The secondary region of compressed CMF is created as the load is reflected from the
back of the armor. The secondary region is larger than that seen in the 7.62 mm round. There are two
mechanisms at work that lead to a larger primary and secondary loading region in the CMF layer.
First, the armors facing the 12.7 mm AP threats used a thicker ceramic layer (as can be seen by the
higher areal density of the armor) that spreads the load to a larger surface area of CMF due to the
Hertzian cone formation through the ceramic’s thickness [16,56]. Second, the blast waves from a larger
caliber threat carry a higher kinetic energy that is reflected within the thicker armor (with higher areal
density). An increase can be seen in both the secondary impact area and energy absorbed by the CMF
when compared to the 7.62 mm round.
Images of Armor 3 after impact with the 14.5 mm API are once again presented in Figure 10g–i
with a larger image of the exposed CMF layer on the back of the armor in Figure 10i. Similar to the
12.7 mm AP round, the number of spheres affected by the impact further increases when facing a large
threat such as the 14.5 mm round with a thicker ceramic and CMF layer. The increased size of the
round along with the use of a thicker ceramic layer spreads the impact energy over a larger area of
CMF, engaging a larger number of hollow spheres to absorb the impact energy. The secondary impact
area is affected by the larger thickness of CMF layer as well as the additional incendiary charge that is
ignited upon impact. The explosive tip releases a shockwave that travels through the armor, further
expanding the Hertzian cone formation in the ceramic layer. A constant trend can once again be seen
when comparing the armors against smaller threats as the secondary impact region grows with threat
size and is thought to be one of the main reasons for the increase in the percentage of energy absorbed
by the CMF layer.
4. Conclusions
SS-CMF hard armors were manufactured and tested against a 14.5 × 114 mm B32 API ballistic
threat. Three arrangements were tested, the first being a conventional hard armor with a double-layered
ceramic faceplate, a SS-CMF core, and a thin aluminum backplate. The other two armors used much
thinner ceramic layers and included a thin RHA plate placed atop the ceramic. The CMF armors
were able to stop two of the three tested rounds at impact speeds between 770 and 790 m/s. The RHA
layer was able to mitigate the incendiary impact of the round while the ceramic and CMF absorb
the AP core’s kinetic energy. The second arrangement (Armor 2) using an RHA faceplate, single
ceramic, CMF core, and aluminum backplate was found to be the most efficient arrangement. The dual
ceramic layer shows fractures within both layers, while the individual tile arrangement was found to be
vulnerable at the seam line between tiles. The average mass efficiency of the unoptimized CMF armor
is calculated from the initial results, with a MER of 1.5 at 780 m/s impact velocity when compared to
RHA. The CMF layer was calculated to absorb between 70–83% of the bullet’s kinetic energy.
When compared to a variety of ballistic threats, the CMF armors continue to show strengthening
as the size and impact energy of the round increases. The increasing impact area of the larger bullets
also engages a higher number of spheres, improving the cushioning ability of the armor. As the
impact area increases, the hardened steel core is less likely to pierce the CMF layer and is stopped
within the armor due to the growth of the secondary impact region. The spheres within the secondary
impact region help support the primary point of impact of the projectile core and improve the overall
performance of the CMF layer. Further testing and optimization of CMF armors is expected to improve
their mass efficiency. However, it is important to note, given the current data, that the armors show
improvement over conventional RHA and offer a weight reduction that is vital for the advancement of
today’s military vehicles. Future armors can be built to maximize the advantages of CMF due to its
high energy absorption capabilities and cushioning of the AP core.
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